
‘Protect and Pivot’ Fast-Track Programme for Lawyers

Right now, law firms need new strategies to protect them from the impact of COVID-19. They also

need to ‘pivot’ to a new way of doing things, so that they can survive the current situation and be

positioned for strong growth once the crisis subsides. That's what this programme is all about.

You'll get a chance to work very closely with me over the next 90 days as we identify the specific

strategies your firm needs and I’ll provide the advice, know-how, and support to make sure you

implement those strategies quickly and effectively.

There are three phases to the programme:

PHASE 1: PLAN

Creating a laser-targeted plan for what your firm or practice needs to not only ‘survive’ in the

coming months but be ready to ‘thrive’ afterwards. This plan will include:

 How to Protect your firm now and in the coming weeks (including clients or referrers)

 Ways to increase your Personal Leadership, so you can lead your team, your firm, and your

clients through this crisis

 Where you need to Pivot (i.e. change) the way you attract new clients, and do business with

existing clients, so you are laying strong foundations for future growth once the crisis

subsides.

PHASE 2: PROTECT and PERSONAL LEADERSHIP

Once we’ve created your bespoke plan, we’ll commence the ‘protect’ phase which will include how

to protect your firm, your cashflow, and your existing client base. This will include identifying critical

‘quick wins’ – things you can start doing immediately to improve cashflow and fee income, and

increase the level of client instructions you are getting. This will give you a safety net from which to

start the next phase of pivoting.

This phase also includes help to increase your personal leadership to ensure you can lead yourself,

your team, and your clients through the crisis.

PHASE 3: PIVOT

In the ‘pivot phase’ we’ll identify and implement the strategies your firm needs to be able to:

 Attract new clients with marketing that feels comfortable and which won’t make you feel

like you are taking advantage of the current situation but will work to generate enquiries

from your ideal clients (rather than just bringing you enquiries who want free advice)

 Convert new enquiries into paying clients, at the fees you want to charge, without feeling

like you are ‘selling’ your services

 Maximise your team, time and existing clients so you continue to generate profits and be

strongly positioned for future growth.



How it works

This 90 day programme is starting after Easter and here’s how I’m going to help you:

1. To get started, you’ll create your ‘Protect, Personal Leadership and Pivot’ plan by

identifying the strategies you need to implement in each area and creating your list of top

priorities (you’ll have access to a video training which will talk you through creating your

plan, which I’ll then review with you).

2. Then, for each strategy in your plan, we’ll identify exactly what you need to do in detail

(we’ll do this together in online workshop-style sessions twice a month).

3. I’ll also show you exactly how to do it (through step by step training and checklists, delivered

online and recorded for you to watch again anytime).

4. To make sure you’re implementing everything in the best way possible, I’ll provide feedback

and advice on what you’re doing and answer your questions so you always know what to

do next (this will be during weekly online video meetings, where you’ll also benefit from

hearing the questions others are asking).

Who it’s for

This programme is for lawyers who owners of small firms and who want expert advice and support

to guide them through this tough business climate. If you want to quickly stabilise your firm and lay

the foundations for future growth, then this is for you.

Because of the urgent need to take action, and the close way in which we’ll be working together in

the coming weeks, I’ll be screening programme applicants to ensure they are action takers,

coachable, and committed to getting results.

If you think you are a good fit, then I invite you to apply to join.

The investment is 3 monthly payments of £995+VAT or a single payment of £2495+VAT at the start.

For now, I just need to know if you would like to apply to join us and we’ll then arrange a quick

application call to make sure we both agree this is a good fit.

Just reply with “Pivot application” and I’ll let you know the next steps.

Kind regards

Michelle

Michelle Peters

Solicitor (non-practising)

The Business Instructor

020 7275 7471


